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Dear friends,

Early in 2019, while on rescue in an unexpected ice storm in 
the Midwest, I got an urgent call for help for 23 dogs in dire 
need. Based on the information provided about the dogs’ living conditions, 
NMDR’s Rescue Team made the decision to turn back from our original destination and 
give these dogs a fighting chance. Are we ever happy we did! Completely exposed to the 
elements without cover, all 23 of these young Labradoodles were piled on top of each 
other, each one covered in a half an inch of ice. They were severely matted, thin, hungry, 
terrified and frozen. It sickens me to think how that night may have ended for them if our  
team had been unable to get there.

This group of dogs affectionately became known as “The Frozen Doodles.” While a few 
continue to struggle with fear and anxiety, I am thrilled to report that today, every one of 
them is a healthy, cherished family member.  

You, our friends and supporters, are the reason we are able to make decisions that save lives. 
While this was one of our more memorable rescues in 2019, we undertook a total of 23 
rescue missions, traveling over 36,000 miles, and rescuing 995 dogs, many of whom were in 
desperate need of our care.

When I envision where our dogs come from and how dramatically we are able to change 
their lives, I offer you my most sincere gratitude. Your belief in our mission and your 
support of our efforts allows us to continue giving a voice to the needy population of dogs 
we are so deeply honored and rewarded to serve. 

Throughout the following pages, please enjoy reading the highlights of our 2019 programs. 
As I write, The Timothy Center is bustling with activity, our new kennel wing is under 
construction, and many of our dogs are romping outside in the sunshine. All I have to do is 
look around me: I am fortunate, I am humbled, and I am grateful. 

We look forward to a very busy 2020, anxious to transform the lives of all the dogs who will 
come through our doors in the coming year!

With love and gratitude,

Theresa Strader
Executive Director

From Our
FOUNDER
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A.  Returning from rescue, 
Theresa welcomes a 
new kennel guest.

B.  “Henry”, one of the 
“frozen Doodles” the 
day after rescue.  

C.  Henry enjoying life in 
his forever home.
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  Mission
STATEMENT
To rescue, rehabilitate and rehome discarded breeding dogs 
and to educate the general public about the cruel realities of the 
commercial dog breeding industry.

National Mill Dog Rescue (NMDR) is the leading organization 
in the country devoted solely to rescuing commercial breeding 
dogs. Over the past 12 years, we have grown from a small 
group of committed volunteers to a well-respected, established 
organization, employing 35 individuals and offering a variety of 
opportunities to dozens of mission-critical volunteers each day. 
NMDR is a private, 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization and we 
rely solely on donations to carry out our mission.

WHY WE DO WHAT WE DO
Commercial breeding dogs, puppy mill dogs, are amongst the 
most vulnerable population of dogs in this country. We do what 
we do because we believe these dogs deserve our efforts. We do 
what we do because your support allows us to put our passion 
into action. We do what we do because we make a difference. 

While we have worked hard, learned much, and been incredibly 
fortunate, NMDR’s core mission has not changed 
since our inception in 2007. We get out on the 
road once or twice a month and rescue, on 
average, 1,100 dogs a year. 

Although we have witnessed some breeding 
industry improvements over the years, we 
continue to rescue a large number of dogs in 
desperate need of medical and/or behavioral 
care. As more breeders are referred to us, either 
by other breeders or regulating authorities, the 
number of dogs in need continues to grow. At any 
given time, NMDR’s Rescue Team is managing 
lists of 200 or more dogs awaiting rescue. 

Please enjoy some 2019 highlights from the many 
teams it takes to keep our mission alive and our 
dogs well loved and cared for as they make their 
way to forever homes.

Lily
Lily, the dog who started it all.  
The Strader family will forever 
honor Lily as the organization’s 
founder and enduring inspiration.
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Trip Logistics
Rescue vehicles: 3
Total rescue missions: 23 
Average dogs per rescue: 44
Miles traveled: 36,455 
Dogs rescued: 995 

Kennel Statistics
Average number of dogs at the kennel: 100
Average number of dogs enrolled in Rehab Program: 23

Veterinary Care
Cost to run in-house vet program: $421,000/yr
Cost of specialized care: $128,000
Program cost: $549,000 

Costs to Run NMDR Operations
Monthly: $137,601
Daily: $4,524

Dogs Adopted and Fostered
Average adoptions per month: 60
Average time from arrival to adoption: 85 days
Average number of dogs in foster care: 40
Average time in foster care: 36 weeks
Total adoptions: 664

Education and Outreach
Adoption fairs: 12
School and outreach visits: 12
Social media reach:
 Facebook followers: 682,790
 Instagram followers: 62,771
 Twitter followers: 26,100
 Pinterest followers: 9,700
 YouTube subscribers: 17,933
You can also find us on LinkedIn and Tik Tok

Volunteer Support
Active volunteers: 668
Total volunteer hours: 6,254

2019
SNAPSHOTS

Sunny



After years of confinement and overbreeding, being rescued is our 
dogs’ first step into the world of freedom. NMDR’s Rescue Team 
undertook 23 rescue missions in 2019, traveling over 36,000 miles, 
rescuing 995 dogs. 

FROM THE RESCUE TEAM LEADER
“NMDR’s Rescue Team defines the meaning of teamwork. We 
work together towards one common goal: getting every dog on our 
final rescue list safely returned to our kennel facility. 

Every rescue mission is different—different dogs, different routes, 
different interactions and different variables. Each mission is 
carefully mapped out, the team often picking up dogs at multiple 
locations in several different states. 

The complexities in executing these missions sometimes require 
herculean efforts, as the team adjusts to a wide range of variables, 
while continually up against the clock to carry out the mission 
successfully. Often a bit beat up upon their return, the Rescue 
Team will tell you there is no greater reward than returning to 
the kennel to a crowd of cheering volunteers and staff, knowing a 
whole new life is in store for the dogs on board. While one of the 
most challenging undertakings, rescue is the heart of NMDR.”  

RESCUE
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NMDR’s Veterinary Team is second to none in skill and compassion. Our team is 
typically overseeing the care for an average of 150 dogs, many of whom have significant 
medical needs. From routine spay/neuter surgeries to complex, specialized procedures 
to managing acute or chronic illnesses, every day, our Vet Team meets the challenges of 
caring for our very special population of dogs.

In 2019, our team performed 795 surgeries and provided comprehensive care for 
almost 1,000 dogs across the year. Beyond spay and neuter, the following are common 
conditions dealt with on a regular basis: end-stage dental disease, severe eye and ear 
infections or injuries, congenital defects requiring surgical intervention, hernias, 
mammary tumors, pyometra, and a multitude of acute and chronic conditions that 
require ongoing veterinary care. 

The Timothy Center, NMDR’s veterinary clinic, has been in operation for two years. 
With two surgical suites, a treatment area, digital x-ray system, full laboratory, ICU and 
recovery, The Timothy Center allows us to provide a very high level of care for our kennel 
guests. We are so fortunate to care for our dogs in this truly incredible, state-of-the-art 
facility.

Veterinary
PROGRAM
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REHABILITATION
Years of extreme confinement and lack of socialization causes many of our dogs 
to have a common and serious behavioral issue--fear. Fear can range anywhere 
from avoidance behavior to extreme terror, where a dog may be snapping and 
biting to keep a handler away. 

Each of our new arrivals receives an extensive, individualized behavioral 
assessment, and the most difficult cases are entered into our comprehensive 
behavior rehabilitation program. 

Our Rehab Team is comprised of a behavior and training manager, along with 
several support staff and more than 20 specially trained volunteers. Based 
on their collaborative assessment, the team utilizes science-based tools and 
techniques on an individualized basis toward one common goal—preparing 
each of our dogs to become family members. While the team uses this tailored 
approach to healing, the common denominators in working with all our rehab 
dogs are time, patience, knowledgeable handling and sensory enrichment. 
In serving some of the most behaviorally challenged dogs each day, NMDR takes 
great pride in the extraordinary efforts and successes of our dedicated Rehab Team.
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Adoption
& FOSTER
NMDR serves a unique population of dogs, many with serious 
medical or behavioral challenges. Understanding the significance 
of these challenges, our Adoption and Foster Care Teams 
consider themselves the best “match-makers” in town, as well 
they should. They were responsible for placing 664 of our 
precious dogs into loving homes in 2019!

We typically care for 120–160 dogs between our kennel facility 
and our foster homes. The Adoptions Team responds to 
hundreds of applications a month, and the team manager has 
multiple communications with potential adopters throughout 
the approval process. 

While some of our dogs are ready to go home fairly quickly, 
many take extra time and specialized care, and a small 
percentage of our dogs will never fully recover from their past. 
While it may take months or even years of healing, in time, all of 
our dogs find their way to loving homes.

Our foster homes are such an incredible gift to our dogs, 
especially our more fearful dogs. Moving them away from the 
typical stressors of kennel housing, in itself, is helpful. But the 
time and dedication our foster families put into working with 
our dogs is truly remarkable! Every day, they work on basic life 
skills like potty training, leash walking, and socializing. Our 
foster homes are absolutely key to the successful placement of 
many of our dogs. 

Willis spent four 
long years 

of rehabilitation at Lily’s Haven. He was 
adopted by longtime volunteer Karen. 
Today, Willis is enjoying family life with 
his mom, dad and two canine siblings. 
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A key element of NMDR’s mission is to educate the public 
about the realities of commercial dog breeding. We believe 
that public awareness is essential in the fight against puppy 
mills and that every educated individual can become part 
of the solution going forward. 

Our social media platforms remain our single most 
impactful way to reach a broad audience. In 2019, our 
Social Media Team leveraged its already strong following 
to expand our influence by adding thousands of fans and 
creating advocates all over the globe.  

Throughout the year, NMDR’s Education and 
Outreach Team did presentations for both small and 
large groups, from school classrooms to senior citizen 
centers. At our facility, we offered educational group tours 
to schools, Air Force Academy cadets, Boy Scout and Girl 
Scout troops, animal welfare peers, corporate volunteer 
groups, and hundreds of drop-in visitors. 

In an effort to increase local educational opportunities, 
we partnered with several Colorado Springs schools and 
businesses, attending events and educating the community 
about our mission. 

  Education
& OUTREACH

Public awareness is essential 
in the fight against puppy mills.



NMDR is fortunate to have some of the most incredible volunteers on earth. Their 
dedication truly is second to none. These are people who regularly give extraordinary 
amounts of their time, from supporting our mission remotely to enriching the lives of 
our kennel guests. Our volunteers are deeply and visibly committed to our mission and 
to the care and well-being of our dogs. 

NMDR volunteers come from all walks of life, are of every age and a variety of 
different backgrounds. But they all share one thing in common—a great love of dogs 
and a passion to improve the quality of their lives. 

There are so many different ways that our volunteers help to keep our dogs well cared 
for and the organization running smoothly. The following are just some of the critical 
roles they fill daily throughout the year: rescue and transport, rehabilitation, bathing 
and grooming, cleaning, feeding, medicating, exercising, socializing, dog walking, 
lost dog search team, moderating social media, kennel decorating, transporting dogs 
to vet appointments, attending and organizing adoption fairs, serving on major event 
committees, making adoption follow-up calls, conducting community outreach 
programs and orientations, providing kennel maintenance, IT assistance, and more.

It is easy to see that NMDR would not be the organization it is today without the 
generous time and unparalleled dedication of our beloved volunteers, to whom we owe 
a huge debt of gratitude each and every day.  

Our
VOLUNTEERS
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Volunteers built NMDR and they remain the lifeblood of the organization today.10
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Beyond any doubt, NMDR’S mission is a labor 
of love. While our work is often challenging 
both physically and emotionally, we are 
continually inspired by our dogs’ ability to 
heal, forgive and move forward. As well, we 
are continually inspired by the unending 
generosity and compassion of you, our 
supporters, who allow us the opportunity to 
change lives every day. Every gift, whether large 
or small, keeps our mission alive and strong. 

In 2019, your belief in our work and your 
generous support of our efforts allowed us 
to rescue 995 dogs. That’s 995 lives changed 
forever. We are most grateful!

Financial
REPORT Austin
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n  Corporate Contributions
n  Grant Foundation Income
n  Individual Contributions
n  In-kind Donations
n  Adoption Fees
n  Fundraising Events
n  Merchandise
n  Miscellaneous

2019 INCOME
$2,170,444*

10.2% 6.7%
9.8%

62.2%

8.0%
2.0%

0.5% 0.6%

n  Veterinary Care
n  Rehab and Care
n  Adoptions/Foster Care
n  Support Services
n  Fundraising
n  Education Outreach
n  Kennel Facility
n  Dog Rescue

2019 EXPENSES
$1,651,233

6%

11%

33%

17%

8%

9%

4%

12%

* Income total reflects capital in reserve for new kennel wing addition

Austin



Amongst 133 dogs we rescued in December, was a 2-year-old male Yorkie/Poo 
named North. He was one of 25 dogs turned over to us by an elderly breeder 
whose failing health kept her from being able to meet her dogs’ most basic 
needs. Housed outdoors in filthy, cold, wet conditions, her dogs were under-
socialized, thin, some were pregnant, and many were in desperate need of 
grooming and medical attention. 

North was the last dog we loaded on rescue that day. He was extremely fearful 
of us, doing everything in his power to keep us from touching him: he jumped, 
leapt, spinned, hid, ran, snapped at us, and literally climbed the walls of his pen. 
Eventually, we got him safely loaded.

North spent his first night at our kennel huddled and shivering in the corner of 
his run, so unsure of himself and everything around him. It was heartbreaking 
to witness… But, amazing transformations happen every day at NMDR, and the 
very next day, North’s transformative journey would begin.

Much of North’s behavior was related to extreme discomfort from his severely 
matted coat. Grooming was on the top of the list of needs for him. 
The day after our return, Ingrid, one of our incredible volunteer 
groomers put her magic to work on North. The following is an 
excerpt from an email update she sent out that night:

“I maintain that dogs in such dire straits sense your intent. North 
figured out very early on that I was there to help him. I thought 
he might need a sedated shave, but he just stood still. He let me 
shave off the matts and never showed any aggressive behavior. 
After the bath, he just wanted to snuggle on his towel, probably 
the first time he ever had something soft to lay on...He loved the 
whole grooming experience. After the groom, he just wanted 

to be held and snuggled. He had a beautiful velvet coat when I finished and he 
looked adorable. What a sweet personality he has!”

North spent a short time in our rehab program and quickly learned that people 
were not as scary as he once thought. One month after he was rescued from 
such horrible conditions, North was adopted by a wonderful family. Today, he is 
a different dog. Happy, healthy, confident and HOME!

From Discomfort
TO JOY 

Website: nmdr.org
Voicemail:  (719) 495-7679
Toll Free:  (888) 495-DOGS
E-mail:  customerservice@nmdr.org

Kennel Address:
Lily’s Haven
5335 JD Johnson Rd.
Peyton, CO 80831-7316

Mailing Address:
National Mill Dog Rescue
P.O. Box 88468
Colorado Springs, CO 80908

Kennel Address:
Lily’s Haven
5335 JD Johnson Rd.
Peyton, CO 80831-7316

top: Three months later, North and his 
big brother Styx on a walk with mom. 
bottom: North on rescue day.


